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ABSTRACT
Which venue is a tweet posted from? We referred this as ne-
grained geolocation. To solve this problem eectively, we develop
novel techniques to exploit each posting user’s content history.
is is motivated by our nding that most users do not share their
visitation history, but have ample content history from tweet posts.
We formulate ne-grained geolocation as a ranking problem
whereby given a test tweet, we rank candidate venues. We propose
several models that leverage on three types of signals from locations,
users and peers. Firstly, the location signals are words that are
indicative of venues. We propose a location-indicative weighting
scheme to capture this. Next we exploit user signals from each
user’s content history to enrich the very limited content of their
tweets which have been targeted for geolocation. e intuition is
that the user’s other tweets may have been from the test venue or
related venues, thus providing informative words. In this regard, we
propose query expansion as the enrichment approach. Finally, we
exploit the signals from peer users who have similar content history
and thus potentially similar visitation behavior as the users of the
test tweets. is suggests collaborative ltering where visitation
information is propagated via content similarities. We proposed
several models incorporating dierent combinations of the three
signals. Our experiments show that the best model incorporates
all three signals. It performs 6% to 40% beer than the baselines
depending on the metric and dataset.
CCS CONCEPTS
•Information systems →Data mining; Geographic information
systems;
KEYWORDS
Tweet geolocation; query expansion; collaborative ltering
1 INTRODUCTION
In Twier, users post tweets from their current locations with the
option of associating their tweets with location coordinates. Such
geocoded tweets can be mined for insights on visitation behavior
or to support various applications such as venue recommendation
or location-based advertising. However studies [2, 13] have shown
that as much as 98% of tweets are not geocoded. is motivates the
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need for location inference with tweet geolocation techniques [2,
4, 19, 21, 26]. As tweets are short and colloquial, tweet geolocation
is highly challenging.
In this work, we conduct ne-grained tweet geolocation [15, 19, 21,
23], which links tweets to the specic venues from which they were
posted, e.g. a specic restaurant. is recovers the venue context
which is useful for applications. Basically, a tweet is associated with
dierent venue contexts when it is posted from dierent venues.
is is true even if the candidate venues are adjacent to each other
with eectively the same location coordinates. Such a ne-grained
geolocation task is thus very dierent from most of the earlier
works on coarse-grained geolocation [2, 13, 14, 17]. ese works
link tweets to their originating cities or to location coordinates.
Clearly, applications such as location-based advertising can be
beer tailored if the venue context is known.
We formulate ne-grained geolocation as a ranking problem.
Given a tweet, we rank venues such that highly ranked venues
are more likely to be its posting venue. We refer to tweets to be
geolocated as test tweets and the users posting them as test users.
We assume that test users have no observed visitation history. is
is the most common scenario since most tweets are not geocoded
[2, 13] and most users do not share visitation history. e scenario
also makes ne-grained geolocation more challenging due to the
absence of information on the user’s activity regions or hangout
places. To mitigate this, we design our models to leverage three
signals from locations, users and peers.
Firstly, we exploit location signals from words that are indicative
of locations, e.g. the word ‘airport’ in the test tweet suggests that
the posting venue could likely be an airport. To beer leverage
this signal, we propose a location-indicative weighting scheme and
incorporate it into the naive Bayes geolocation model [17, 19]. Next,
we consider signals from the content history of test users. We enrich
the limited content in the test tweets by a novel query expansion
method using the relevant users’ historical content. e intuition
is that the test users may have tweeted previously from the same
venue, or from venues related via functionality or spatial proximity.
Our proposed query expansion method treats the test tweet as a
query and expands it by adding selected words from the test user’s
content history. We then geolocate the expanded test tweet. Lastly,
we introduce peer signals from other users to estimate a test user’s
visitation behavior, so as to beer geolocate his tweet. Peer signals
are derived from users with known visitation history and who
share similar content history as the test user. As users with similar
content are also similar to some extent in their visitation behavior,
we introduce collaborative ltering to harness the peer signals.
In short, our contribution is a model that exploits location, user
and peer signals for beer geolocation. We list each model aspect
below, together with the intuitions (italicized):
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• We use location-indicative weighting to assign more
weights to location-indicative words. Such words are more
important for inferring venues than other words.
• We expand test tweets viaquery expansion and geolocate
the expanded tweet. Users have habits or constraints, oen
making repeated visits to the same or related venues.
• We propose collaborative ltering to propagate visita-
tion information across users connected via content simi-
larities. Users with more similar tweet content history may
be more similar in their venue visitation history.
e intuitions are elaborated with each model aspect in Section 4.
For user and peer signals, we also justify the associated intuitions
with empirical analysis in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.1 We obtain best re-
sults from fusing all three signals, achieving 6% to 40% improvement
over the baseline, depending on the dataset and metric.
2 TWEETS WITH POSTING VENUES
For model building and testing, we need to associate tweets with
their posting venues. We obtain two types of tweets with such as-
sociations. e rst type is tweets pushed to Twier from location-
apps, e.g. Foursquare. Such tweets have to be processed appro-
priately for non-trivial experiments. e second type is the user-
authored tweets in Twier, which we linked properly to venues
for experiments. Next we describe the processing steps for the two
tweet types.
2.1 Shouts
We use content pushed from Foursquare, a highly popular location
app. In Foursquare, users can write comments and broadcast them
to Twier while they check-in to a venue. Following Foursquare
terminology, we refer to such tweets as shouts. We process shouts
appropriately and treat them as normal tweets with known ground
truth venues. Such a setup is a convenient source of ground truth
and has been used in prior work [4, 23].
A shout contains the user-authored comment plus an app-generated
portion indicating the check-in venue. We discard the laer portion
and use only the comments for geolocation. For example, consider
the sample shout “Passport photo look retarded (@ Immigration
& Checkpoints Authority w/ 5 others)”. Only the user-authored
comments (bolded) are used for geolocation and empirical analysis.
2.2 Pure Tweets
We refer to tweets that are authored by users and non-retweets as
pure tweets. We nd the Twier account (if any) corresponding to
each Foursquare user and extract their non-geocoded pure tweets.
We then aempt to link these non-geocoded pure tweets to the
posting venues of check-ins that occur around the same time. A
pure tweet is assumed to be posted from a check-in venue when the
tweet and check-in are performed within 5 minutes of each other.
Our linking approach requires the pure tweets’ users to have
visited the linked venues around the time they post their pure
tweets. is is more stringent than just using geocoded pure tweets
with location coordinates and assigning them to the nearest venues.
e laer is unsatisfactory in an urban seing since many venues
may share the same location coordinates, e.g. in a high rise building.
1We omit empirical analysis for location signals since the intuition is well known.
Table 1: Statistics for 50,000 sampled users from Singapore
and Jakarta. Uc : set of users with only content history.
Singapore Jakarta
Total Tweets 136,548,216 20,466,019
Geocoded Tweets 4,394,378 (3.22%) 946,432 (4.62%)
|Uc | 34,831 (69.66%) 29,018 (58.04%)
Ave. tweets / Uc user 1820.02 558.80
Terminology. For the rest of this paper, ‘tweets’ refer to both
pure tweets and shouts. Where dierentiation is required, we use
each term explicitly, i.e. pure tweets or shouts. Geocoded tweets
may or may not be associated explicitly with venues. Minimally,
they are associated with location coordinates.
2.3 Datasets
We collect data for users from Singapore (SG) and Jakarta (JKT). For
Singapore, we collected 1,190,522 Foursquare check-ins from the
year 2014, of which 30% involve shouts. e check-ins are posted
by 29,301 users over 65,701 venues. We refer to this dataset as
SG-SHT. Based on the linking process from Section 2.2, we also
collected 90,250 pure tweets from 6424 users over 12,616 venues,
which we designate as SG-TWT. For Jakarta, the JKT-SHT dataset
comprises 177,570 check-ins for the period 2015 to mid-2016, of
which 49% are shouts. e check-ins are from 12,119 users over
45,213 venues. Linking these check-ins to pure tweets, we obtain
only 1335 pure tweets (JKT-TWT) posted by 592 users from 886
venues. is small number is possibly due to platform API changes
which aected crawling. We use JKT-TWT only for testing in one
experiment.
e datasets in this section are used for empirical analysis in
Sections 3.2, 3.3 and for experiments in Section 5. For the empirical
analysis in Section 3.1, we conducted a one time sampling of users
as will be discussed next.
3 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
3.1 Scenario Study
We show that a major proportion of users have no visitation his-
tory but substantial content history. is motivates our discussed
scenario. We randomly sample 50,000 Twier users from Singapore
for 2014 and from Jakarta for June to Dec 2016, with the condition
that each user has posted at least one tweet during the study period.
Table 1 shows the statistics compiled. e count values are higher
for Singapore due to the longer study period considered, however
the conclusion is the same for both cities.
Table 1 shows that the proportion of geocoded tweets is small at
only 3.22% for Singapore and 4.62% for Jakarta. ere is a substantial
proportion of users with no geocoded tweets, which we denote as
the set Uc . Users in Uc have no visitation history and only content
history from their non-geocoded tweets. Uc constitutes 69.66% of
the sampled users for Singapore and 58.04% for Jakarta. ese users
have substantial numbers of non-geocoded tweets, e.g. each user in
Uc has an average of 1820.02 tweets over one year for Singapore.
e tweet distributions further illustrate that Uc users have rich
content history. Figure 1 plots the Complementary Cumulative
Distribution Function (CCDF) of average tweet count for Uc users.
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Figure 1: CCDF of average tweet count for Uc users.
Table 2: Repeat Visit Analysis
Singapore Jakarta
No. of tuples 603,198 108,428
tuples with freq=1 465,256 (77.13%) 88,219 (81.36%)
tuples with freq>1 137,942 (22.87%) 20,209 (18.64%)
For Singapore, around 55% of users have more than 100 tweets over
a one year period, while for Jakarta, the proportion is around 45%
over a half year period. us even though users in Uc have no
visitation history, there is substantial content history. We seek to
exploit such content history for beer geolocation.
3.2 User Signals
To tap on user signals, we expand a test tweet with additional words
from the same user and then geolocate the expanded tweet. is
assumes the user has other tweets with words which are indicative
of the posting venue. e presence of such words can be explained
by several user behaviour aspects:
• Repeat visits: e user may have tweeted from the test
venue before and used more informative words.
• Nearby visits: e same user tweeting from venues near
each other may mention local geographical features. For
example, assume we are geolocating a user’s rst tweet
from a quayside restaurant. If he had previously visited
neighboring restaurants and mention about the quay, then
this will be indicative of the test venue to some extent.
• Functionally related visits: e test venue may belong
to a functional group of venues that the user frequents, e.g.
nightclubs. Functionally related words, e.g. ‘clubbing’ will
indicate a clubbing test venue with some probability even
if the test venue is being visited for the rst time.
In this section, we only study repeat visits, while deferring empirical
analysis of the other aspects to future work. Repeat visits is most
straightforward to quantify and already motivates exploiting user
signals. We examine shouts and tabulate the frequencies of repeated
visits to venues, on a per user basis. Given user u and venue v ,
denote the user-venue tuple as (u,v). We only need to count tuples
for users visiting a venue at least once. We iterate through all shouts
and tabulate the frequencies of each tuple. Repeat visits are then
user-venue tuples that occur more than once.
Table 2 shows that the proportion of repeat visits is substantial
at 22.87% for Singapore (SG-SHT) and 18.64% for Jakarta (JKT-SHT).
us, repeat visits is an established user behavior. is and the
Table 3: ery Expansion example.
ery/Test Tweet “2nd day of orientation”
ery words {day, orientation}
Sample tweets linked “Graduation day”
by common word ‘day’ “Last day of exam then holiday‼”
ery and Added { (day, 1.0), (orientation, 1.0),(exam,0.113), (graduation, 0.063),
words with weights (school, 0.048), (holiday,0.045),…}
earlier discussed behavior aspects imply the presence of more infor-
mative words beyond the test tweet and justify query expansion.
To illustrate how query expansion may help, Table 3 displays an
actual query/test tweet which was sent from a school. e user had
previously tweeted from the same venue. is is shown in the third
row containing sample tweets linked by the common word ‘day’.
If informative words, e.g. ‘exam’ from these other tweets can be
added to the test tweet, then the test tweet can be beer geolocated.
We discuss further details and revisit Table 3 in Section 4.2.
3.3 Peer Signals
Table 1 shows that each city has a smaller fraction of users with
both content and visitation history, e.g. 30.34% for Singapore. Such
users provide linkages between content and visitation behavior,
which may help to geolocate tweets of Uc users. is motivates our
empirical analysis to investigate the following question: Are users
who are more similar in content history also more similar in their
visitation history? If this is true, then one can devise collaborative
ltering approaches, based on content similarities. In our analysis,
we use the shout datasets: SG-SHT and JKT-SHT.
For each user u, we conduct the following:
(1) Represent each user u by a TFIDF vector tu constructed
from u’s tweet content. Find the k nearest neighbors (de-
note as nb(u)) of u based on content similarity between tu
and the other users. e content similarity of two vectors
is dened by cosine similarity. Also sample k dissimilar
users (i.e. cosine similarity of 0) as non-nearest neighbors.
Denote as the set nnb(u).
(2) Compute average cosine similarity between u and his con-
tent view neighbors: pnb (u) = 1|nb(u) |
∑
ui ∈nb(u) sim(lu , lui )
where lu and lui are the TFIDF vectors constructed for u
and ui respectively from their venue visits. Repeat a sim-
ilar computation with k sampled non-nearest neighbors
nnb(u) to obtain pnnb (u).
Note that in step (2) above, we have computed similarities in the
venue view. For a set of users, we then compute the mean venue
view similarities for the nearest neighbor and non-nearest neighbor
sets: pnb and pnnb . We also count the fraction of cases where
pnb (u) > pnnb (u). We studied 4271 users from Singapore (SG-SHT)
and 911 users from Jakarta (JKT-SHT), who have at least 20 shouts.
We experiment with k = 10 and 500, respectively representing small
and large nearest neighbor sets. Table 4 displays the statistics.
Table 4 shows that the content and venue views are correlated.
Consistently, across cities and dierent k values, content-based
nearest neighbors give higher mean similarities pnb than non-
nearest neighbors pnnb . e last column also indicates that a major
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Table 4: Prole analysis for Singapore and Jakarta users.
pnb pnnb pnb (u) > pnnb (u)
SG-SHT, k=10 1.67E-2 4.76E-3 63.52 %
SG-SHT, k=500 1.19E-2 4.77E-3 77.08%
JKT-SHT, k=10 1.60E-2 2.76E-3 71.79%
JKT-SHT, k=500 9.81E-3 3.06E-3 64.65%
fraction of users see their content-based neighbors having more
similar visitation history than sampled non-neighbors.
e empirical results indicate that collaborative ltering is feasi-
ble for our geolocation scenario. To beer geolocate the tweet of
users with only content history, we shall propagate information
from users with both content and venue history.
4 MODELS
We present several proposed models covering three aspects, namely:
location-indicative weighting, query expansion and collaborative
ltering. Respectively, these incorporate location, user and peer
signals. We also describe the fused model combining all aspects.
Our proposed models are based on a probabilistic framework
using naive Bayes model as the base [17, 19]. Let w be the set of
words in a test tweet. For notation simplicity, also assume each
unique word w in the test tweet only occurs once. In [17, 19], p(v),
the probability of posting from venue v is assumed to be constant.
We adopt the same assumption, which is reasonable for datasets that
are not overly skewed towards popular venues. Given a test tweet
w, the probability of venue v is p(v |w) ∝ ∏w ∈w p(w |v). Venues
are then ranked by p(v |w). e naive Bayes model is ecient and
has been shown to work well.
4.1 Location-Indicative Weighting Model (LW)
e next model, location-indicative weighting (LW) model, incor-
porates location signal with the intuition that Location-indicative
words are more important for inferring venues than other words.
Such words indicate one or more venues with high probabilities, i.e.
high p(v |w). is concept diers from the venue probabilities over
words p(w |v) which is prescribed by the naive Bayes model. For
example, a dining venue v may have high probability for the word
‘dinner’, i.e. high p(‘dinner’|v). However if there are many dining
venues, ‘dinner’ may not necessarily indicate the venue with high
probability i.e. low p(v |‘dinner’). If a tweet mentions dinner and
venue-specic dishes or characteristics, then the laer words are
more location-indicative and should be assigned more importance
when computing p(v |w).
To capture the discussed intuition, we propose a location-indicative
weighting scheme which assigns weights on a continuous scale,
and is easily incorporated into the naive Bayes model. Interestingly,
combining naive Bayes with weighting schemes had been previ-
ously explored [10, 31]. It was to address classication tasks which
are very dierent from the tweet geolocation task. Let β(w) be the
location-indicative weight for word w . e LW model is therefore:
lnp(v |w) ∝
∑
w ∈w β(w) lnp(w |v) (1)
where we have used the logarithmic form to avoid underow errors.
Location-Indicative Weights. In our context, locations are
discrete venues and akin to documents. Hence we can apply the
vector space model. Words that are location-indicative will have
large inverse-document frequencies, i.e. they occur in fewer venues.
Formally given word w , we set its weight as:
β(w) = log(1 +V /d f (w)) (2)
whereV is the number of distinct venues and d f (w) counts venues
where w occurs at least once. β(w) is computed for all words that
meet a minimum support frequency. We exclude rare noisy words..
4.2 ery Expansion Model (QE)
is model incorporates user signal with the intuition that users
have habits or constraints, oen making repeated visits to the same or
related venues. is is intuitive e.g. work or school are usually car-
ried out repeatedly at the same venue, or a user may have favourite
hangouts. In Section 3.2, we have shown repeated visits to be an
established user behavior. We also discussed that users visiting
venues that are near or similar in function to the test tweet’s venue
justies query expansion as well.
ery expansion has been largely used for document retrieval
[9, 27, 29]. Adapting it for tweet geolocation is a novel idea. In
our context, the query refers to the test tweet. Geolocating a test
tweet on its own is dicult due to its brevity and information
sparsity. With query expansion, we seek to retrieve words from
related tweets to ll in the missing information. Given a test tweet,
we iterate through its words and add co-occurring words from the
user’s other tweets. e added words are also scored appropriately.
Given query/test tweet w from user u, we score candidate words
w ′ which appears in u’s other tweets and where w ′ 1 w. e
scoring aims to assess w ′’s suitability for adding to the query and
are designed to reect the relationship strength to the original
query words w ∈ w. Many scoring schemes exist and we adopt a
cosine similarity scheme [9]. For a candidate word w ′, we compute
its average relatedness αu (w ′,w) to the original query words:
αu (w ′,w) = 1|w|
∑
w ∈w
du (w ′,w)√
du (w)du (w ′)
(3)
where 0 ≤ αu (w ′,w) ≤ 1, du (w ′,w) is the count of u’s tweets
with both w ′ and w ; and du (w) is the count of u’s tweets with w .
Intuitively, words that co-occur more are more related. However
relatedness is dampened if one or both words are overly common.
We add all words w ′ with αu (w ′,w) > 0 to the query. Note that
original query wordsw ∈ w have a weight of 1, hence added words
are weighted less or at most equal to the original query words.
Aer query expansion, we derive a weighted naive Bayes model to
combine two dierent word sets:
lnp(v |{w,w’},u) ∝∑
w ∈w lnp(w |v) +
∑
w ′∈w’ αu (w
′,w) lnp(w ′ |v) (4)
where w’ is the set of added words for tweet w from user u. Given
that 0 ≤ αu (w ′,w) ≤ 1, Equation 4 illustrates that the original
query words w ∈ w have greatest importance in the naive Bayes
model while newly added words w ′ ∈ w’ have varying degrees of
importance based on how related they are to the query. Table 3
illustrates query expansion for a sample tweet. e original query
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words are ‘day’ and ‘orientation’ (aer stop word and rare word
exclusion). e last row of the table shows the query words and
added words along with their weights aer query expansion. Since
the added words w’ are from the user’s other tweets, we have in
fact personalized the model to the user.
4.3 Fused Model (LWQE)
We now propose a weighted naive Bayes model that combines the
LW and QE models. Intuitively, a word is important only when
it is both location-indicative and highly related to the test tweet.
Consider the cases where either requirement is not satised. If a
word is not location-indicative, then it is less useful for geolocation
even if it is in the original query or is a highly related word. Con-
versely, a location-indicative, but unrelated word to the query will
introduce noise and hurt geolocation acccuracy.
We capture the above intuitions by multiplying weights from
location-indicative weighting and query expansion. We formulate
the combined model LWQE, as follows:
lnp(v |{w,w’},u) ∝∑
w ∈w β(w) lnp(w |v) +
∑
w ′∈w’ β(w
′)αu (w ′,w) lnp(w ′ |v)
(5)
4.4 Collaborative Filtering Model (LWQE-CF)
Lastly we incorporate peer signals with collaborative ltering, based
on the intuition:Users with more similar tweet content history may be
more similar in their venue visitation history. is is also supported
by our empirical analysis in Section 3.3.
Given tweets associated with venues (either through location-
apps or our linking process in Section 2.2), we use collaborative
ltering to estimate the user visitation distribution to venue p(v |u).
We then use p(v |u) to personalize our earlier models. For ex-
ample, the naive Bayes model can be extended as p(v |w,u) ∝
p(v |u)∏w ∈w p(w |v). However p(v |u) is not directly computable
for users without visitation history, i.e. u ∈ Uc (See Table 1). To
overcome this, we use collaborative ltering to propagate visitation
information from users not in Uc to those within. Propagation is
via content similarities since content history exist for all users.
Let tu represent u in the content view. Many forms of repre-
sentations are possible. For simplicity, we represent each user as
a TFIDF vector where vector dimensions correspond to words in
u’s content. To compute p(v |u) for user u ∈ Uc , we rst estimate
u’s visit frequencies to venues from similar users in the content
view. Let nb(u) contain k users with visitation history and who
are most similar to u in terms of content cosine similarity. Also
denote cˆ(u,v) as the estimated frequency from user u to venue v .
We compute:
cˆ(u,v) = S−1
∑
u′∈nb(u) sim(tu , tu′).c(u
′,v) (6)
where c(u ′,v) is the observed frequency from user u ′ to venue v ,
sim(, ) is cosine similarity and S sums the similarities for normal-
ization. We then compute p(v |u) as:
p(v |u) = cˆ(u,v) + 1∑
v ′ cˆ(u,v ′) +V
(7)
Lastly, we extend Equation 5 with the probability p(v |u):
lnp(v |{w,w’},u) ∝ lnp(v |u)+∑
w ∈w β(w) lnp(w |v) +
∑
w ′∈w’ β(w
′)αu (w ′,w) lnp(w ′ |v)
(8)
Equation 8 encapsulates all our main model aspects: location-
indicative weighting, query expansion and collaborative ltering.
4.4.1 Weighted Similarities. For collaborative ltering, we can
modify the content similarity measure such that visitation and con-
tent similarities are more correlated. e intuition is that users
are more similar in their visitation history if they are more similar
in their usage of location-indicative words. For example, two users
who mentioned a restaurant-specic dish will be more likely to
have visited the same restaurant, compared to users who only men-
tioned ‘dinner’. is implies that location-indicative words should
be given greater importance in the similarity function between
content history. is is easily done by including weights in the
similarity function. Given two users u and u ′, we compute the
weighted cosine similarity as:
wsim(tu , tu′) =
∑
w β(w)2tu (w).tu′(w)
‖ tu ‖2‖ tu′ ‖2 (9)
where β(w) was discussed in Equation 2 and tu (w) is the w-th
dimension of vector tu . Replacing sim(, ) with wsim(, ) in Equation
6, we obtain the model LWQE-LW-CF.
5 EXPERIMENTS
We conduct ne-grained geolocation experiments in order to:
(1) Compare our models among each other and with other
state-of-the-art baseline models.
(2) Assess the importance of dierent signals.
For each dataset (see Section 2.3), we conduct 10 runs where each
run diers from the others by the tweets that are sampled for
training/testing. In each run for SG-SHT, we randomly sample 5000
tweets for testing. For the smaller datasets, SG-TWT and JKT-SHT,
we sample 2000 tweets for testing. Tweets not sampled for testing
are used for model training. e JKT-TWT dataset (1335 tweets) is
too small for training. It is used only in a single run as a test set for
the model trained on JKT-SHT. We geolocate test tweets regardless
of whether they contain any location-indicative words or not.
Recap that we are focusing on the scenario where users of test
tweets have no visitation history. To emulate this scenario, we
process the training tweets as follows: If a user has one or more
tweets sampled for testing, we iterate through his training tweets
and hide their venues (if any). is is repeated for all users of test
tweets. us, the training set consists of a mixture of tweets with
hidden venue associations due to the owners having some tweets
selected for testing, and other tweets whose venue associations are
retained. We consider a venue as candidate for ranking only if it
is associated with at least 3 training tweets. We also exclude stop
words and rare words with frequency < 3. Due to such ltering, the
number of test cases per run is less than the number of sampled test
tweets. e average number of test cases and venues to rank are
reported in Section 5.3 which discusses the results of each dataset.
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We compare the unweighted naive Bayes model (Nb) [17, 19]
with our models incorporating dierent signal combinations (in
brackets):
• LW (Location): Location-indicative weighting as indicated
in Equation 1
• QE (User): ery expansion as indicated in Equation 4
• LWQE (Location+User): Fusion of query expansion and
location-indicative weighting as shown in Equation 5.
• LWQE-P (Location+User): LWQE with a Laplace-smoothed
global venue popularity model. is is Equation 8 with
p(v |u) replaced by p(v)
• LWQE-CF (Location+User+Peer): is is LWQE combined
with a personalized venue distribution p(v |u) from collab-
orative ltering. See Equation 8.
• LWQE-LW-CF (Location+User+Peer): is is similar to
LWQE-CF except that we use location-indicative weighting
when computing cosine similarities between users.
We also compare with the following baseline models:
• KL: is model [23] assigns scores to venues based on time
information and the Kullback-Leibler divergences between
the language models of tweets and venues. e scores are
then used to rank venues.
• GMM: is model [5] represents each word as a Gaussian
mixture over 2-d space, and a test tweet as the product
of Gaussian mixtures. Venues are ranked by the probabil-
ity of the product of Gaussian mixtures generating their
coordinates. As in [5], we set the number of clusters to 3.
• TM: [8] proposes topic models to generate Foursquare
check-ins and tips. Among them, we use the Udoc model
to learn topics for both training tweets associated with and
not associated with venues.2 For each tweet, Udoc gen-
erates a user-dependent topic which generates the tweet
words. If the tweet is associated with a venue, the venue
is generated conditional on the topic. In our experiments,
we used 40 topics, which exhibits optimal ranking perfor-
mance.
In our experiments, we geolocate tweets regardless of whether
they contain any location-indicative words or not. We note that the
work in [19] includes a ltering step, such that only tweets with
location-indicative words are geolocated. For beer comparison
with [19], we conduct a stratied experiment in Section 5.4.
5.1 Metrics
Each tweet is posted from one venue, which is desired to be ranked
high. Since there is only one relevant venue, we use the Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR) as the evaluation metric. Given tweet wi ,
let the rank of its posting venue be r (wi ), where r (wi ) = 0 for the
top rank. Over N test cases, MRR is dened as:
MRR = N−1
∑N
i=1(r (wi ) + 1)
−1 = N−1
∑N
i=1 RR(wi ) (10)
where RR(.) is Reciprocal Rank.
MRR considers micro-averages. For randomly sampled test cases,
popular venues will contribute a larger proportion of tweets, and
2We found the Vdoc model to perform worst as it can only model tweets associated
with venues. Results omied.
be more important in determining MRR. In practical applications
e.g. geolocating a stream of tweets, this is realistic and there is no
reason to avoid this. However for further analysis, we consider the
case where all venues are treated as equally important, regardless
of their popularities. us we introduce a second evaluation metric,
denote as VMRR. is is simply the macro-averaged version of
MRR. For all test cases from the same posting venue, we average
their MRR such that each test venue contributes only one value.
We then do a second averaging over distinct test venues. Formally:
VMRR = V −1
∑V
i=1 MRR(vi ) (11)
where MRR(vi ) is MRR values averaged over all test cases from
venue vi and V is the number of distinct test venues.
5.2 Result Summary
We summarize the MRR and VMRR results for every dataset in
Tables 5 and 6. We conduct signicance testing except for JKT-
TWT which has just a single run. For other datasets, the “model 1
< model 2” notation means that model 2 signicantly outperforms
model 1 by the Wilcoxon signed rank test. In each row, models
are arranged from le to right in ascending order of performance.
Models that are not signicantly dierent at p-value of 0.05 are
grouped in brackets. For example, Table 5 shows that for SG-SHT,
QE performs beer than Nb for MRR and the results are statistically
signicant. For the same metric and data set, LWQE-CF and LWQE-
LW-CF perform the best, but they are not statistically dierent from
each other. In rare cases, we list a model twice if it is statistically
insignicant against two closest models (in terms of performance),
but the two models are signicant against each other.
While there are permutations in model ordering, some general
trend holds. Comparing against Nb, GMM and KL performs poorer
while QE and LW performs beer. TM’s performance is mixed and
tends to be poorer for VMRR. For the MRR metric in Table 5, QE is
beer than Nb in all datasets while LW outperforms Nb in SG-SHT,
JKT-SHT and is on-par in SG-TWT. For the VMRR metric in Table 6,
QE performs beer than Nb, except for SG-SHT. In the same table,
LW outperforms Nb in all datasets.
While QE and LW perform relatively well against Nb, we achieve
more consistent improvement by fusing both approaches. is is
illustrated by the model LWQE. In both Tables 5 and 6, LWQE
always outperform Nb. It is also typically beer than QE or LW
alone, lying to the right of both models for most cases. Finally,
we achieve the best results with LWQE-CF and LWQE-CF-LW-CF,
which combines location-indicative weighting, query expansion
and collaborative ltering. Except for one case (VMRR on SG-SHT),
these two models are consistently the best performers.
5.3 Detailed Results
Tables 7, 8 and 9 display the average MRR and VMRR values over
10 runs for SG-SHT, SG-TWT and JKT-SHT respectively. Table
10 displays the results where models are trained on JKT-SHT and
tested on JKT-TWT in a single run.
As shown in Tables 7 to 10, both KL and GMM perform poorly,
underperforming even the Nb model. As tweets are very short,
modeling each with a smoothed language model, as done by KL is
inadequate. is in turn aects the computing of KL divergences
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Table 5: Result Summary for MRR
SG-SHT: {GMM} < {KL} < {TM} < {Nb} < {QE} < {LW}
< {LWQE} < {LWQE-P} < {LWQE-CF, LWQE-LW-CF}
SG-TWT: {GMM} < {KL} < {Nb, LW} < {QE, LWQE}
< {LWQE-P,TM} < {TM, LWQE-CF, LWQE-LW-CF}
JKT-SHT: {KL} < {GMM} < {TM, Nb} < {LW} < {QE}
< {LWQE} < {LWQE-P} < {LWQE-LW-CF, LWQE-CF}
JKT-TWT: KL < GMM < LW < Nb < LWQE < LWQE-P
< QE < LWQE-CF < LWQE-LW-CF < TM
Table 6: Result Summary for VMRR
SG-SHT: {GMM, TM} < {KL} < {QE} < {Nb} < {LWQE-P}
< {LWQE < LWQE-CF} < {LWQE-LW-CF, LW}
SG-TWT: {GMM} < {KL} < {TM} < {Nb} < {QE} < {LW}
< {LWQE-P, LWQE} < {LWQE-CF} < {LWQE-LW-CF}
JKT-SHT: {GMM, TM, KL} < {Nb} < {QE} < {LW}
< {LWQE, LWQE-P}< {LWQE-CF, LWQE-LW-CF}
JKT-TWT: GMM < TM < KL < Nb < QE < LW < LWQE-P
< LWQE < LWQE-CF < LWQE-LW-CF
Table 7: SG-SHT results. Bracketed numbers are percentage
improvement over Nb. Best results are bolded. On average,
there are N=3248.5 test cases and V=9209.1 venues to rank
per run.
Models MRR VMRR
KL 0.0447 (-54.98%) 0.0254 (-27.22%)
GMM 0.0317 (-68.08%) 0.0119 (-65.90%)
TM 0.0665 (-33.03%) 0.0125 (-64.18%)
Nb 0.0993 0.0349
LW 0.1049 (5.69%) 0.0406 (16.55%)
QE 0.1008 (1.53%) 0.0339 (-2.72%)
LWQE 0.1066 (7.38%) 0.0402 (15.29%)
LWQE-P 0.1074 (8.20%) 0.0399 (14.46%)
LWQE-CF 0.1088 (9.61%) 0.0402 (15.46%)
LWQE-LW-CF 0.1090 (9.84%) 0.0405 (16.12%)
Table 8: SG-TWT results. Notations as in Table 7. On average
per run, N=1049.9, V=2672.5.
Models MRR VMRR
KL 0.0275 (-53.15%) 0.0136 (-28.42%)
GMM 0.0170 (-71.04%) 0.0119 (-37.37%)
TM 0.0666 (13.46%) 0.0151 (-20.53%)
Nb 0.0587 0.0190
LW 0.0596 (1.5%) 0.0221 (16.09%)
QE 0.0638 (8.57%) 0.0196 (2.91%)
LWQE 0.0646 (9.96%) 0.0230 (20.71%)
LWQE-P 0.0650 (10.70) 0.0230 (20.60%)
LWQE-CF 0.0674 (14.79%) 0.0236 (23.81%)
LWQE-LW-CF 0.0675 (14.89%) 0.0238 (25.06%)
between the word distributions of tweets and venues. Even with
the inclusion of time information, performance is not promising.
For GMM, performance is poor as we have to geolocate even tweets
where words do not have peaky Gaussian distributions. e topic
model TM has mixed performance. It achieves good MRR values
for SG-TWT in Table 8 and JKT-TWT in Table 10, but performs
poorly for MRR for other datasets, as well as for the VMRR metric.
e poor VMRR performance implies that TM is biased to a larger
extent towards more popular venues and works poorly when all
venues are treated as equally important.
For shouts and pure tweets of both Singapore and Jakarta, LW
improves over Nb much more substantially for VMRR than MRR.
is can be seen by comparing the rows ‘LW’ and ‘Nb’ in Tables 7
to 10. For example in Table 7, LW improves over Nb by 5.69% for
MRR. For VMRR, the corresponding improvement is much larger at
16.55%. is trend means that test tweets posted from less popular
venues experience relatively larger improvement from location-
indicative weighting. As less popular venues are associated with
fewer tweets, information is sparse for modeling and it is harder to
geolocate their tweets. For such venues, location-indicative words
becomes relatively more important for a geolocation model.
We now compare QE to Nb. e result for QE is mixed for SG-
SHT (Table 7). it achieves a small improvement of 1.53% in MRR,
but results in a slight dip of 2.72% for VMRR. For SG-TWT (Table 8),
JKT-SHT (Table 9) and JKT-TWT (Table 10), QE is more consistent in
improving over Nb for both metrics. Generally the results indicate
room for improvement. We note that query expansion may be noisy
and expand a test tweet with words that are less relevant to the test
venue. is also depends on the word relatedness function. We have
currently used a relatively simple cosine similarity based function.
While more complicated selection mechanisms [11] can be explored,
the current query expansion technique is already shown to be useful
over the combination of datasets and metrics.
LWQE combines the intuitions of LW and QE, i.e. words are more
important if they are both location-indicative and highly related to
the query. As can be seen, LWQE mostly outperforms LW or QE.
In 6 out of 8 dataset-metric combinations, LWQE outperforms both
LW and QE. For example in Table 8 for SG-TWT, LWQE’s VMRR is
0.023, beer than QE (0.0196) or LW (0.0221) alone.
For non-collaborative ltering models, LWQE and LWQE-P are
best performers. Comparing both models in Tables 7 to 10, LWQE-
P is always beer than LWQE for the MRR metric, but not for
VMRR. is is expected since LWQE-P utilizes a globally estimated
venue distribution p(v) which is related to venue popularity. Venue
popularity is however controlled for in VMRR.
We now compare the collaborative ltering model LWQE-CF,
against LWQE and LWQE-P, which are best performing models
without collaborative ltering. Across Tables 7 to 10, LWQE-CF
always improve on MRR and VMRR against both LWQE and LWQE-
P. Hence information propagated from users with visitation history
is useful for geolocating the tweets of users with only content
history. Since propagation is across content similarities, it also
arms our stated intuition that users that are more similar in
content history are more similar in their visitation behavior.
Lastly we note that LWQE-LW-CF is either comparable (Table 9)
or provides very small improvement (Tables 7, 8 and 10) over LWQE.
is is probably due to the fact that other aspects of the model,
e.g. collaborative ltering, location-indicative weighting already
captures much existing information that are useful for geolocation.
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Table 9: JKT-SHT results. Notations as in Table 7. On aver-
age per run, N=626, V=2492.8.
Models MRR VMRR
KL 0.0759 (-54.52%) 0.0259 (-27.04%)
GMM 0.1296 (-22.35%) 0.0232 (-34.65%)
TM 0.1657 (-0.72%) 0.0250 (-29.58%)
Nb 0.1669 0.0355
LW 0.1691 (1.32%) 0.0403 (13.69%)
QE 0.1716 (2.82%) 0.0372 (4.82%)
LWQE 0.1737 (4.08%) 0.0424 (19.42%)
LWQE-P 0.1760 (5.42%) 0.0425 (19.77%)
LWQE-CF 0.1778 (6.51%) 0.0435 (22.58%)
LWQE-LW-CF 0.1777 (6.48%) 0.0437 (23.06%)
Table 10: JKT-TWT results. Notations as in Table 7. ere is
1 run: N=475, V=4299.
Models MRR VMRR
KL 0.0521 (-43.68%) 0.0205 (-8.89%)
GMM 0.0678 (-26.70%) 0.0148 (-34.22%)
TM 0.1130 (22.16%) 0.0157 (-30.22%)
Nb 0.0925 0.0225
LW 0.0924 (-0.11%) 0.0284 (26.07%)
QE 0.0959 (3.66%) 0.0266 (17.84%)
LWQE 0.0933 (0.90%) 0.0305 (35.11%)
LWQE-P 0.0956 (3.43%) 0.0301 (33.58%)
LWQE-CF 0.0975 (5.46%) 0.0313 (38.73%)
LWQE-LW-CF 0.0982 (6.19%) 0.0322 (42.86%)
5.4 Stratied Experiment
We compare the geolocation performance for tweets with and with-
out Location-Indicative (LI) words. We also examine if we can
obtain meaningful geolocation accuracy for the laer. Such tweets
were considered not appropriate for ne-grained geolocation and
excluded in an earlier work [19].
For determining LI words, we implement the approach in [19]:
LI words have high occurrence probability in at least one venue and
occur at relatively few venues. Following [19], we score words as
max
v
{p(w |v) log( Vdf (w ) )}. Instead of specifying dataset dependent
thresholds, we designate the top 5% scoring words as LI words. Our
experiment setup is similar as before, except that test tweets are
now stratied into tweets with/without LI words. We compute MRR
and VMRR for each group of test tweets. Due to space constraints,
we only display the results for selected models on the Singapore
datasets. e observations for Jakarta datasets are similar.
In both Tables 11 and 12, tweets with LI words are easier to
geolocate. All three models obtain higher MRR and VMRR values
for such tweets. Consistently over both tweet types, LWQE and
LWQE-LW-CF outperform Nb with statistical signicance. LWQE-
LW-CF is the best performer, while LWQE also improves over Nb.
Assuming that tweets without LI words are indeed noise, then
geolocating such tweets will result in candidate venues being ran-
domly ranked. Based on random ranking, we can derive the ex-
pected reciprocal rank per tweet as Er (RR) = (1/V )∑Vi=1(1/i). is
leads to an expected random ranking MRR value of 0.0011 for Table
Table 11: Results on SG-SHT. MRRLI=MRR for test tweets
with LI words. MRR¬LI=MRR for test tweets without LI
words. Notation is similar for VMRR. On average per run,
there are 2194.8 test tweets with LI words and 1053.7 with-
out. V=9209.1
Models MRRLI VMRRLI MRR¬LI VMRR¬LI
Nb 0.1222 0.0420 0.0514 0.0340
LWQE 0.1296 0.0488 0.0586 0.0381
LWQE-LW-CF 0.1303 0.0486 0.0648 0.0403
Table 12: Results on SG-TWT. Notations as in Table 11. On
average for each run, there are 281.5 test tweets with LI
words and 768.4 without. V=2672.5
Models MRRLI VMRRLI MRR¬LI VMRR¬LI
Nb 0.1093 0.0475 0.0401 0.0159
LWQE 0.1148 0.0530 0.0462 0.0197
LWQE-LW-CF 0.1164 0.0537 0.0496 0.0209
11 and 0.0032 for Table 12. Interestingly even for tweets with no LI
words, all models obtain much higher ranking accuracy than the
MRR values expected from random ranking. us, one may not
wish to regard such tweets as purely noise, as advocated in [19].
5.5 Case Studies
We now present some example cases to show the eects of using
LW and QE. Table 13 displays sample test tweets from SG-SHT,
where geolocation is improved by location-indicative weighting,
i.e. the model LW. Also displayed is the change in reciprocal rank
∆RRLW , which is computed as ∆RRLW = 1(rLW +1) −
1
(rNb+1) , where
rX denotes the ranked position of posting venue under the model
X . Note that the best possible ranked position is 0.
Within each test tweet, modeled words are italicized and sized
proportionately to their assigned location-indicative weights. For
example in tweet S1, LW assigns largest weights to the words
‘Tallest’ and ‘Balloon’. ese are words that appear in relatively
fewer venues and are more location-indicative. Compared to not
weighting the words, reciprocal rank improves by 0.163, due to the
ranked position of the posting venue being elevated from 26 to 4.
Similarly, tweet S2 is beer geolocated due to the emphasis on
location-indicative words. S2 is posted from a parade preparation
venue. ‘Chingay’ refers to an annual parade event held in the city
area of Singapore, thus the word is highly indicative of venues
associated with the parade. In S3, emphasizing ‘Karaoke’ increases
the probabilities for venues providing such entertainment activ-
ity. Since karaoke venues are relatively few in number, the actual
karaoke venue of the test tweet is elevated in rank.
Table 14 displays sample test tweets from SG-SHT, where ge-
olocation is improved by query expansion, i.e. the model QE. e
user posting tweet S4 had also visited the posting venue multiple
times. On its own, S4 is not informative since there are many dining
venues where one can have breakfast. However on another visit
to the same venue, the user mentioned having “Nasi Lemak” 3 for
3Malay name for a rice dish cooked with coconut milk
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Table 13: Sample test tweets from SG-SHT to illustrate
location-indicative weighting. Modeled words are italicized
and sized proportionately to their assigned weights. rX de-
notes the ranked position of posting venue under themodel
X . ∆RRX =change in reciprocal rank incurred by model X
over the Nb model.
∆RRLW rNb rLW
S1 “Singapore’s Tallest Balloon Sculpture.” 0.163 26 4
S2 “Chingay work last day” 0.321 83 2
S3 “Morning Karaoke?” 0.389 8 1
Table 14: Sample test tweets from SG-SHT. Below each tweet,
we list up to 5 addedwords that aremost related to the query,
along with their relatedness score. Notations as in Table 13.
∆RRQE rNb rQE
S4 “Breakfast!”
(teddy,0.120), (buying,0.104), (lemak,0.085) 0.046 75 16
(nasi,0.085), (prata,0.070), …
S5 “2nd time spiderman2” 0.008 24 20
(captain,0.25),(america,0.25)
breakfast. is is a dish which the test venue is popular for, result-
ing in the ranking improvement. e last tweet S5 is associated
with functionally related visits (Section 3.2), instead of repeated
visits. e user visited the posting venue (a movie theatre) once to
catch the movie “Spiderman”, and another theatre to catch “Captain
America”. Due to query expansion, the laer’s title words are added
to S5. In this case, the test venue screens “Captain America” as
well. us the added words are relevant although they arise from
a dierent venue. is improves geolocation since the expanded
tweet now describes venue characteristics more eectively.
5.6 Parameter Sensitivity Studies
In the collaborative ltering models, we propagate visitation infor-
mation from the test user’s k nearest neighbors, where similarity is
based on content history. In our experiments, we used k = 500. In
this section, we show that ranking accuracy is insensitive to k .
We conduct sensitivity studies on both Singapore and Jakarta
datasets. Due to space constraints, we illustrate only the results
for Singapore. As VMRR exhibits similar robustness to MRR, we
plot only the results for the laer in Figure 2. In the gure, the
bars are MRR values for the model LWQE-LW-CF with dierent
k values. For comparison, we also plot the MRR value of LWQE
as a horizontal line. Recall that LWQE is a model that performs
well, but does not include any collaborative ltering. Both gures
show that MRR is not sensitive to the value of k , remaining in a
narrow band as we vary k from 10 to 500. For all k values, LWQE-
LW-CF also consistently gives higher MRR than LWQE which is
reassuring. us collaborative ltering easily improves ranking
accuracies without much tuning of k .
6 RELATEDWORK
Tweet geolocation. ere are ne-grained and coarse-grained
tweet geolocation. e laer is further dierentiated by the task of
(a) SG-SHT (b) SG-TWT
Figure 2: MRR (Y-axis) with dierent k values (X-axis) for
LWQE-LW-CF. Horizontal line = MRR for LWQE.
geolocating individual tweets or inferring the home city/region of
users from their tweets. For the laer task, [7] proposed a novel
spatial model while [5] used Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). Both
works exploited spatially focused words in a user’s tweets to infer
his home city/region. Other spatial models are extensively com-
pared in [12]. ere are also ensemble classication [25] and label
propagation [16] approaches. e laer propagates location labels
over relationship graphs. is assumes that a user is likely to be
near his friends’ home locations. [22] infers users’ home cities using
the idea that a user’s home location aects his follower/followee
relationships and what venues he explicitly mention in his tweets.
ey proposed spatial inuence models for users and venues based
on Gaussian distributions. For geolocating individual tweets, [2, 13]
infer region-indicative geographical topics. Each tweet is then ge-
olocated based on its inferred topic. GMMs have also been used [26]
to detect location-indicative n-grams to geolocate tweets. We also
note works by [14, 17] which ts language models to both tweets
and locations. For a test tweet, divergences are then computed
between the language models of a test tweet and various locations,
to be used for ranking candidate venues.
In contrast to coarse-grained geolocation, we work on ne-
grained geolocation which links tweets to specic venues. For
this, language models are also applicable [19, 23]. Our baseline
includes [19] which models each venue with a naive Bayes model.
In [23], external content information from web pages and tweet
posting time are included for modeling the ten most popular venues
per city are geolocated. Our experiments are much more compre-
hensive as we model tweets from thousands of venues. We also
note the work by [4], which does feature engineering with content,
visitation history and relationships. ey used Foursquare-specic
features, e.g. venue categories, user mayorships etc. Our work seeks
to develop a more general approach that relies less on platform
specic features. [30] proposed a topic model which utilizes tweet
content, visitation history and posting time information. Since our
test users do not have visitation history, modeling their personal
regions as required by the model is not possible. We also expect
that our approaches can be further improved with the additional
aspect of posting time information and intend to make further
comparisons. Finally works by [15, 21] geolocate venue mentions
in tweets. Although colloquial mentions are handled, relying on
mentions is a boleneck, e.g. a tweet ‘safely landed’ is indicative of
the airport although it has not mentions. In our work, we geolocate
all tweets even if no mentions exist.
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ery Expansion. ery expansion is typically used for docu-
ment retrieval. e initial query is expanded by adding potentially
relevant words using term weighting schemes. To enhance query ex-
pansion, [9] used genetic programming to learn weighting schemes.
[29] compared local and global query expansion techniques. Global
techniques [27] used corpora-wide word occurrences and relation-
ships to expand queries while local techniques considers the top
ranked documents retrieved for the original query. An example of a
global technique [27] uses a similarity thesaurus to add words that
are most similar to the query concept. Applying query expansion
to tweets, [3] retrieved relevant tweets given a user query. Given
initial key words, they retrieved web pages and used their titles as
a source of expansion words to retrieve more tweets. [11] worked
on a dierent task of retrieving more relevant keywords related
to natural hazard events, e.g. considering candidate words from
tweets close in space and time to an event-related tweet.
Instead of document retrieval, we use query expansion for the
dierent purpose of improving tweet geolocation. Given the lo-
cal/global categorization, our query expansion here can also be
viewed as a partially global technique, in that we consider user-
specic portions of the tweet corpora.
Collaborative Filtering. Collaborative ltering is widely used
in recommender systems [1], with techniques ranging from near-
est neighbor techniques, matrix factorization [18] to topic models
[28]. e venues in location based social network are analogous
to items, leading to collaborative ltering approaches for venue
recommendation. [6, 24] designed matrix factorization approaches
while [20] proposed a co-clustering approach which clusters users,
locations and activities, i.e. GPS trajectory segments. Note that
these are recommendation models requiring users’ visitation his-
tory. In contrast, our collaborative ltering approach is tailored
for ne-grained geolocation, not venue recommendation. We also
focus on the scenario where tweets targeted for geolocation are
posted by users with no visitation history.
7 CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel model to geolocate tweets at ne granu-
larities to specic venues. Our model is widely applicable in Twier
where many users post frequently but neglect to geocode any of
their tweets. Such users have rich content history, but no visitation
history. In particular, we achieve beer geolocation of these user’s
tweets by exploiting three types of signals from locations, users
and peers. Our model aspects capture the signals based on intu-
itive ideas. Firstly through location-indicative weighting, we place
more importance on words that are indicative of venues. Secondly
through query expansion, we add potentially informative words to
test tweets before geolocation. Lastly, we use collaborative lter-
ing to propagate visitation information from users with visitation
history to those without. Our best model combines all three aspects.
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